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gmt why "to whom it may concern" is dead in the water, and what you should say instead.
federman's fictions - muse.jhu - Ã¢Â€Â”raymond federman, to whom it may concern itÃ¢Â€Â™s
all there, you schmucks, inside the words, teller and told, survivors and victims unifi ed into a single
design, if you read the text carefully narrative (dis-)articulation in the shadowbox of history chapter 5 narrative (dis-)articulation in the "shadowbox" of history raymond federman's exploratory
surfiction [7jhe contradictions encountered in the attempt to understand and present the se!fin all its
truth provide chapman university department of english & comparative ... - whom it may concern
(1990). his awards include guggenheim, camargo, fulbright, nea and his awards include
guggenheim, camargo, fulbright, nea and berlin kunstler fellowships. narrative innovation and
cultural rewriting in the cold ... - pinocchio in venice (1991), federman's to whom it may concern
(1990), morrison's jazz (1992) and paradise (1998), pynchon's vineland (1990) and mason & dixon
(1997), and sukenick's doggy bag (1994) and mosaic man (1999) give ample proof that
contempoÃ‚Â writing it twice - project muse - 47 chapter 2 self-translation as postmodern
mouvance raymond federman and authorship i always think of the original version as just another
draft in the process of writing. raymond federmann - blazevox [books] - american book award), to
whom it may concern (the fiction collective two, 1990); la fourrure de ma tante rachel (written in
french, editions circÃƒÂ©, paris, 1996). faculty of letters department of english language and ... 1 hacettepe university faculty of letters department of english language and literature syllabus title of
the course: ied 490 postmodern novel samuel beckett - normanc.utexas - the two beckett scholars
john fletcher and raymond federman spent a decade compiling the first large-scale bibliography of
their subject, samuel beckett: his works and his critics; an essay in bibliography (1970), with
beckett's personal assistance. the prose poem - digitalcommons@providence - raymond
federman . is a bilingual novelist, poet, translator, critic, and . author of seven novels (the latest . to
whom it may concern), and . three volumes of poems (the latest . now then). distinguished professor
at suny-buffalo, he teaches creative writing in the english department. lawrence fixel's . book, truth,
war, and the dream game: selected prose . poems and parables, 1966-1990 ... metafiction,
transcendence, and death in nabokov's lolita - for raymond federman (1975), the primary
purpose of metafiction (his term is surfiction) is "to unmask its own fictionality, to expose the
metaphor of its own fraudulence, and not to pretend any longer to pass for document resume filesic.ed - according to novelist and critic raymond federman, the self-reflexive, nonnarrative style
of literature today confronts "the unreality of. reality. .. . by rendering language irrational, and even
unreadable, the new fiction writers have also neutralized the fiasco of reality and the imposture of
history." while rendering language irrational, they also do what writers have always done ...
scepticism and play in john barthÃ¢Â€Â™s the floating opera - abi Ã…Âžan: scepticism and
play in john barthÃ¢Â€Â™s the floating opera 87 floating on the river, and the novel itself, the boat
being a metaphor of the novel.
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